You put fine furniture in a room.
Why not in a doorway?

Supplier of the highest quality wood doors



Precision made Doors and matching
frames are built to your specifications.
Here is one of our sliding door options.

Beautiful wood Model shown is
Veneer-Art Type 816, oak lacquered,
in-wall sliding door and Premium- Class
door frame.

Our doors and frames are fine pieces of furniture
When you have one beautiful space next to
another, shouldn’t the door between them be
equally beautiful? I think so. That’s why my
company imports the highest quality woodbased doors from Germany. Doors that look
and feel like pieces of good furniture. That
open and close perfectly. And that add value
to your living or working space.
Even better, these doors and their matching
frames are so easy and quick to install, they
can actually reduce your building costs.
This brochure is just a taster of what Merisier Hamilton can offer you. To find out more,
please call us. We’d be delighted to help you
find the perfect doors for your building project.
Ivan Hamilton
Managing Director, Merisier - Hamilton Limited



Merisier - Hamilton We provide doors
and frames – and even high-quality
staircases like the one shown here –
that complement your design concept.





Decoration unnecessary Doors and
frames are delivered fully finished.
Model shown is Veneer-Art Type 806,
flush single-face, American cherrywood
lacquered.

For contrast The model shown is
Classic-CK3, Flush-rebated ( GF ) with
premium white lacquer, a superb
finish that contrasts beautifully with
other furniture.

A smart, simple solution
With most doorways, a carpenter builds a
frame and installs it. You then find a door you
like and hope it fits and hangs well, leaving
your decorator to finish everything.
Merisier - Hamilton offers you a simpler
solution: matching door and frame packages,
precision-made to your specifications. These
arrive at your site fully finished ( no painting is
necessary ) and ready to install.
Our door frames take only 1/3 the installation
time of a normal frame, saving you building
costs. And since they already fit your doorway
precisely, you can rest assured, your door will
open and close beautifully. Our products are
designed to last, to withstand minor bumps
and scrapes, and need little maintenance.





Highest-quality materials Merisier Hamilton products are made to be
beautiful and durable and to need little
maintenance. The model shown is Patio
Type 1100 with European beech veneer.

Ah, the comforting sound of a nice sturdy door
There’s something reassuring about furniture
made of high-quality material.
Knock on a Merisier - Hamilton door and it
sounds and feels good. That’s because our
doors and frames are made by first-class
German craftsmen using the best materials.
These include a wide variety of solid wood,
wood veneer, laminate and glass, together
with an extensive range of surface finishes. All
meet the highest European industry standards.





Practical design On the left is Royal
RY-312-FL ( front side of door ) makassarFL, for modern bathrooms and saunas.
It’s an ideal solution for hotel rooms and
cruise ship cabins.

The perfect finish On the right is HPL
laminate with India red high gloss. The door
frame is Duoline India red uni-colour. The
door leaf is flush single-face, Tectus hinge.

Precision-made to suit your designs
Tell us what you need your door to do,
and Merisier - Hamilton will help you find
the perfect solution. We supply doors for
virtually any interior space, from bedrooms
and bathrooms to boardrooms, offices and
auditoria. If you have a specific requirement,
such as sound insulation or fireproofing,
we can have your doors built with the
appropriate core material: solid, tubular,
strip or honeycomb.
You can choose from our catalogues, or have
your doors custom-made through us.
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Create sensual effects We can help
you bring your design concept to life.
This is Royal RY-451-DQ+LA7,
version-GF walnut ( solid wood ),
Glass cut-out, Blanco 1.

Natural simplicity Model shown is
Solid-Art Type 842, flush single-face,
with a natural oak veneer.
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Beautiful contrast Model shown is
Connect Style, satinised glass, with a
wood element in sapelli mahogany.
Fittings are square Project System
double wing with barrel lock, stainless
steel niro matt ( see close-up at bottom ).
Handles are L-form stainless steel.

Add richness Model shown is Solid-Art
Type 841, flush single-face. Wood is
American walnut.
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Flexible options Below is Profilia-PF1
premium white lacquer paint flushrebated and routed, which is available
with slender cassette structure or
attractive glass cut-outs.
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Attention to detail The model below
is Solid-Art, flush single-face, SteelArt Type 135 in American walnut
veneered lateral. It uses the beautifully
concealed Tectus hinge ( see close-up
on right ), bringing a noble simplicity to
the living space.

Distinctive touches The model below
is Steel-Art Type 845, in dark chocolate
oak veneer.
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All in one We can give you advice,
take measurements, have your doors
and frames built and finished, then
delivered and installed.

Purpose built Choose from our
catalogue, or we can have your doors
built for specific functions, e.g. sound
insulation, fire protection, etc.

A complete service
When it comes to your doors and frames,
Merisier - Hamilton can take care of everything.
Tell us your needs and we’ll advise you on
design, materials, surface finishes, soundproofing, fire safety, and performance issues.
We’ll then measure your doorways, and
arrange the construction of your doors and
matching frames. Depending on the size
of your order, average lead times are six to
eight weeks from your order date. To ensure
a perfect match of door and frame, a perfect
fit and a flawless surface, we supply all our
products pre-finished. There is no finishing
or decorating for you to do. Specially trained
craftsmen will install the doors and frames,
a process which normally takes 1/3 the time
taken by the traditional method of installation.
The cost of installation is included in the cost
you agreed at the time of your order. Also,
you’ll enjoy peace of mind knowing that your
doors, their frames and the installation are
guaranteed by Merisier - Hamilton.
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We deliver 6 – 8 weeks
from your order date,
and can also install the
door frames and doors
for you.

Many high-quality features of the
products we supply are invisible.
The door leaf above has tubular
compartmentalised flakeboard inside
it for added stability.

And here is your
beautiful Merisier Hamilton door newly
installed and ready
to use.
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Which function(s) do you need?
Merisier - Hamilton can integrate the functions
shown here in a solid wood, wood veneer
or decorative laminate door of your choice.
These are all available as additional options.
Sound Insulation
Merisier - Hamilton doors insulate your room from sounds
ranging from 32 – 42 dB. Sound-insulation doors are
available as single- or double-acting door leaf.

Security Doors
Our security doors meet European standards in classes WK1
and WK2 to DIN V EN V1627, as single-acting door leaf.

Fire Resistance
Merisier - Hamilton doors meet British fire-resistance guidelines
FD30 ( BS476; EN 1643-1 ). They are available as single- or
double-acting, and for storey-high structural openings with
over-panels. We offer several glazed solutions as well.

Cold Smoke Protection
To protect against cold smoke, Merisier-Hamilton offers
approved single- and double-acting door-units. Also
available for storey-high structural openings with over-panels.
We offer several glazed solutions as well.

Climate Class Doors
Our building entry doors can respond to climatic variations on
each side, if required, e.g. as in the case of an apartment door.
This function is available in climate classes I, II and III.
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Traditional fitting Merisier - Hamilton
offer you flush and flush-rebated
fitting doors.

Or rebated We also supply continentalstyle rebated doors ( bottom photos )
with eco-friendly lips that help exclude
draughts. These can help you reduce
energy costs.

Doors that boost energy efficiency
You may have noticed, on the Continent, that
many doors are rebated so that they stand
proud of their frame. They have a lip which
overlaps the frame, providing a good seal
against draughts. This helps a room retain its
warmth and, in the right conditions, can help
reduce energy costs.
Merisier - Hamilton is almost unique in the
UK in offering European rebated doors that
exclude draughts. These have rebates set
discreetly into their frames so as not to affect
your overall design concept. If you prefer the
traditional English flush door style, this option
is also available.
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Choose a veneer to suit your room design
Out of the many wood veneers available, we’ve selected a range with
exceptional and distinctive qualities. Why not be as discriminating in
choosing the colour and finish of your doors and frames as you would
be when selecting a wall colour or floor covering.

Pick a fruit tree wood: an unusually beautiful option

Apple

Maybe you’d prefer a traditional veneer?

Olive

Plum

Lemon

Pear

Satin walnut

American cherry wood lacquered

Beech

Maple

Oak lacquered

Oak stained rustic

Oak kiesel

Oak dark chocolate

Alder amber

Fancy something more exotic?

Zebrano

Teak

Santos palisander

Makassa

American cherry wood lacquered

European cherry wood stained

French walnut stained

Ash lacquered

Mahogany lacquered

Sapeli mahogany

Limba lacquered

Macore lacquered

DD lacquer premium white

Foil primer white

Rosewood

American walnut

All veneer and colour finishes shown on these pages are for example only and may be different on the finished product. We reserve the right to apply technical changes.
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Further choices are available
Light beige

Mint

Bordeaux red

Light grey
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Matching door frame options

Door leaf middle sections

Merisier - Hamilton offers you various door frame profiles ( see below ).
You can choose a profile and finish to suit your living or working space.
Frames are made to match your door precisely.

Below are four options for the composition of the interior of your door.

Laminated edge

Laminated edge

Top layer substrate

Secondary support stile

Secondary support stile

Reinforced close-mesh inlay
(Honeycomb core)
Frame-wood

FU – Door leaf, rectangular ( 50 mm )
panel, rectangular

FU-RF – Door leaf, round ( 60 mm )
panel, round

FU-PR – Door leaf, profiled ( 65 mm )
panel, round

Tubular flakeboard strip core
Frame-wood

Cover layer substrate (Barrier)

Cover layer substrate (Barrier)

A practical combination
Inserts of tubular, compartmentalised flakeboard create
a door suited to many different purposes involving
normal mechanical stress.

Stable yet light
Honeycomb inserts in our doors have a very close
mesh, and are reinforced in the area around the lock.

Laminated edge

Top layer substrate

Top layer substrate

Laminated edge

Top layer substrate

Secondary support stile

Solid flakeboard core

Tubular flakeboard core

Frame-wood

FU-SR – Door leaf, round ( 70 mm )
panel, round. High quality plywood
( free of chipboard and MDF )

FU-SLF – Door leaf, Softline ( 70 mm )
panel, round
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FU-SEC – Door leaf, rectangular ( 70 mm )
panel, rectangular. High quality plywood
( free of chipboard and MDF )

Frame-wood

Cover layer substrate (Barrier)

Cover layer substrate (Barrier)

The strongest option
Fully mitred inlays give this door maximum stability
and serve as a reliable foundation for glazed apertures.
This type of core is also excellent for noise reduction.

Stable and sturdy
The core is packed with tubular flakeboard, providing
high-grade stability with a sturdy feel.
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Call Trish at Merisier - Hamilton on 020 8405 6318
Or email info@merisier-hamilton.com
www.merisier-hamilton.com

Merisier - Hamilton Limited
Thornton House
Thornton Road
London SW19 4NG
T +44 (0)20 8405 6318
E info@merisier-hamilton.com
www.merisier-hamilton.com

